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wenty years ago, in May of 1983,
Jill Muehrcke and Katie Burnham
launched the first edition of what
would become one of the most trusted
publications for nonprofit leaders.

Today, Jill and Katie (now Katie Burnham Laverty)
are still together. Jill continues to be the editor of
Nonprofit World, and Katie is the president of
the Society for Nonprofit Organizations and the
Learning Institute.

To celebrate Nonprofit World’s  20th anniversary, Jill and
Katie asked other nonprofit leaders for their insights on these
questions:

• What do you view as  the greatest management

change in the nonprofit sector over the past 20 years?
• What are the most significant trends that will affect

the management of nonprofit organizations in the next
five years?

Here are their answers.

Peter Brinckerhoff (president, Corporate Alter-
natives, Incorporated, Springfield, Illinois): First of all, con-
gratulations to Nonprofit World on making it to 20 years! Not
many publications can say that. 

Nonprofit managers have come so far in 20 years!
Certainly the rise of a professional nonprofit manager—and the

belief that nonprofits are mission-based businesses—has been
key. But that development has been enabled by vast increases
in resources for nonprofit education. Twenty years ago, only
three institutions (Yale, University of San Francisco, and Case
Western) provided education for nonprofit managers. Just two
management support organizations (the Support Center and
Corporate Alternatives) furnished nonprofit training. Now, cer-
tificate, undergraduate, and graduate degrees for nonprofit
managers abound. A huge number of support centers, as well
as hundreds of books, workbooks, and tapes, offer guidance on
issues facing nonprofits.

When I was writing Mission-Based Management in 1993, a
lit search with the term “nonprofit management” returned
three titles. Try such a search on Amazon.com now, and you
get—no exaggeration, I just did this—759 hits! That’s incredible
progress.

The biggest trend is the funding situation. Everywhere I
go, people are retrenching. And I see no end to it. Even after
the economy rebounds, people will be more hesitant to fund
and expand, since we all were burned by the go-go ’90s. State
budget deficits have resulted in huge spending cuts throughout
the sector, which puts pressure on development staff to
produce—but in an increasingly competitive environment.
Foundations have more requests for funding but less to give. 
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Thus, nonprofits need to
think through what their core
services are, match these up
with their core competencies,
and develop a plan to, in many
cases, shrink in size but grow
in terms of quality. Till the end
of this decade, the key for 
nonprofits will be to narrow their focus.

Thomas A. McLaughlin (nonprofit management
consultant, Grant Thornton, Boston, Massachusetts): The
increase in nonprofits has driven most of the management
changes, such as more competition for funding, more nonprofit
management programs, and the media’s rising interest in and
understanding of the sector. The 1990s’ peace and prosperity
after the fall of the Soviet Union allowed us to turn our atten-
tion more toward domestic affairs, which helped legitimize the
role of the nonprofit sector, as did government’s retreat from
certain areas.  This has changed since September 11, of course,
but the sector’s higher level of recognition and engagement in
the larger economy has already been more institutionalized
and won’t slip back very much.

I see a number of significant trends:
• Government will continue to pull back in health

and human services, creating more of a vacuum that nonprofits
will be expected to fill.

• Nonprofit management will become far more pro-

fessionalized. There are serious dollars at stake now.  Good
intentions are no longer enough.  Now those good intentions
have to be combined with good management ability.

• More consolidations will take place, especially in
brand name groups.

• Nonprofits will become more entrepreneurial. The
term “entrepreneurial nonprofit” will stop being an oxymoron
and turn into a redundancy.

Carol Weisman (president, Board Builders, Inc.,
St. Louis, Missouri): The competition for funds has gone
through the roof. Between the increased number of nonprofits,
the consolidation of corporations, and the skepticism of the
American public, it is getting tougher and tougher to keep the
doors open.

At the same time, many exciting changes have taken place
in the boardroom. Twenty years ago, the primary difference
between a board member and a volunteer was gender. Today
we have much greater diversity. We have a former President
who prefers to swing a hammer than a gavel for Habitat for
Humanity, and we have welfare moms who are serving at the
board level.

I believe the next five years will be a period of consolida-
tion. Many nonprofits will either merge or go out of business.
We will lose some groups that deliver excellent service but that

don’t understand marketing and
fundraising, and we will gain some
powerful alliances.

Jerr Boschee (founder and
executive director of The Institute for
Social Entrepreneurs, Eden Prairie,
Minnesota): Over the past 20 years,

nonprofit board members and executives have come to realize
they can no longer depend solely on charitable contributions
and public-sector subsidies to finance their operations. By
the late 1990s, an increasing number of nonprofits had
abandoned this “dependency” model in favor of either a
“sustainability” model that adds earned income to the mix or a
“self-sufficiency” model that relies on earned income alone.

Trends that will affect the management of nonprofit organ-
izations in the next five years include the following:

• Dozens of colleges and universities are in the
process of launching or expanding nonprofit management and
social-enterprise courses and degree programs.

• Adoption of earned-income strategies is becoming
an important part of strategic planning for more and more non-
profits.

• An increasing number of donors are embracing the
principles of venture philanthropy.

Susan J. Ellis (president, Energize, Inc., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania): Twenty years—my, my. Congratulations on
Nonprofit World’s anniversary! 

As for the greatest management change, it’s a tie between
adoption of for-profit practices and the influence of the
Internet. While I agree that nonprofits should be well-
managed, accountable, and concerned about image and
marketing, I’m troubled that nonprofits haven’t sufficiently
valued what ought to make them different from for-profit
businesses. For example:

• When executive directors change their titles to

“president,” leaving the top volunteer official to be “chair of
the board,” the public is confused as to which is the top figure
and which is paid a salary.

• Calling clients “customers” and “consumers” may
lead to more considered interaction in some ways, but it
also reduces those served to a transaction rather than a
relationship.

• When nonprofits focus on the financial bottom

line as the primary measure of accountability, they may neg-
lect to work on ways to measure social impact. Einstein said:
“Not everything that counts can be counted. And not every-
thing that can be counted, counts.” He was right.

The Internet—or, more specifically, the World Wide Web—
has profoundly and irrevocably changed the way the world
communicates. Though slow to jump on board (the cost of
hardware and software being key obstacles), nonprofits have
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Till the end of this decade,
the key for nonprofits will
be to narrow their focus.
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discovered the amazing power of
the Web to promote their cause,
reach new donors and volunteers,
keep in touch with their support-
ers, generate action on legislative
issues, and control their publicity
“message.” Quite a tool! Now if
only more executive directors
could type….

Here are what I consider the most significant trends that
will affect nonprofits in the next five years:

• The ever-evolving technology of the Internet,

especially for distance learning. The challenge will be keeping
up, both with equipment and trained staff. 

• Possible new acts of terrorism in our front yards as
a likely response to our “war on terrorism” elsewhere. Who
could have predicted the demands on nonprofits in and out of
NYC to respond to the 9/11 disaster? No one is ready for such
horrific events to happen in their city.

• Mergers and for-profit enterprises. Some local
organizations ought to merge, others will be forced into it due
to funding pressures. Stay tuned for the ultimate impact of pri-
vate businesses running a wide range of social services, from
nursing homes to public schools.

Richard L. Jones (president, Metropolitan Family
Services, Chicago, Illinois): The greatest change over the past
20 years is the increasing complexity of nonprofit management.
A greater focus on accountability, financial oversight, and col-
laboration have created sophisticated challenges and opportu-
nities. Processes such as unit cost analysis and benchmarking
have become commonplace. Nonprofits are expected to oper-
ate more like business enterprises. This trend has far-reaching
implications, including a need for nonprofits to recruit staff
with strong financial and analytical skills.

I’d like to comment on three trends nonprofits face over
the next five years:

The growing number of Latino and other minority

populations served by nonprofits will compel recruitment
of bilingual and bicultural staff. Development of community-
based service systems will be one of the best ways to help fam-
ilies obtain services.

Funding, particularly of human services, is becoming

a complex blend of government contracts, private fundrais-
ing, fee-based activities, and entrepreneurship. Today’s fiscal
crisis will extend into the foreseeable future. The notion of
offering a safety net of services to communities is disappearing
in a resource-constrained environment. Corporate foundations
are limiting funding to nonprofit organizations that can demon-
strate a link between the nonprofit and corporate missions.

Nonprofit organizations are expected to demon-

strate outcomes from support garnered from both the public
and private sectors. The demand for outcome data will

increase and be a major factor in
distributing financial support
among nonprofits.

The convergence of declining
public support and changes in tradi-
tional funding will place tremen-
dous pressure on nonprofits over
the next five years. Nonprofit
leaders need to answer several

important questions:
• What are the “base case” assumptions for funding

trends for the next five years?
• What will be the impact of these trends on the pro-

grams we offer?
• What alternative funding strategies can we pursue

in the future?
Clearly, change is in the air.  Building endowments, pursu-

ing social entrepreneurship, creating strategic alliances with
other organizations, and offering a more restricted range of
programs are among strategies nonprofits will need to develop.
I am confident that as a sector we will re-invent ourselves, rise
to the occasion, and become stronger organizations continuing
our important role in society.

Jill Muehrcke, Editor, Nonprofit World: If we distill
these comments from the experts, we can come up with a to-
do list for nonprofits, based on what we’ve learned and what
we can predict. Putting that list in loose priority order, expand-
ing on our experts’ insights and adding a few concrete ideas,
here are some suggested ways to prepare for the future:

1. Narrow your focus, and concentrate on what you do
best. Our experts agree that, with increased competition and
huge spending cuts throughout the sector, nonprofits need to
retrench, economize, and offer a more restricted range of
programs.

2. Find new, creative ways to raise funds. Charge fees
for your services. Start a business based on your mission.
Don’t rely on just one or two funding sources. Build long-term
relationships with donors. Seek funding only from those foun-
dations and corporations whose missions and goals match
those of your organization. Become more entrepreneurial.
Keep up on funding trends.

3. Adopt sound business practices, and recruit staff
with financial, analytical, and marketing skills. Learn to com-
municate with for-profits and speak their language. Use their
tools, but don’t become them. Important as it is to be busi-
nesslike, it’s just as crucial to cherish the culture that makes
the nonprofit sector so special.

4. Draw on the wealth of resources available for non-
profit managers—books, tapes, educational programs, support
centers, and training. Through distance learning, you and your
staff can acquire skills and earn degrees without leaving
your office.

“Not everything that
counts can be counted.
And not everything that
can be counted, counts.”



5. Form strategic alliances. Consider merging or con-
solidating with another group. Develop community-based serv-
ice systems. Be constantly on the look-out for opportunities to
collaborate.

6. Be accountable, ethical, financially aboveboard, and
able to demonstrate outcomes. To combat public skepticism,
your motto should be: “We are honest and open and admit our
mistakes.” In today’s world, you can’t hide anything for long.
Call attention to wrongdoing wherever you see it. The percep-
tion of misconduct can hurt your organization and the entire
nonprofit sector as much as misconduct itself.

7. Use the Internet to build lasting, meaningful relation-
ships with your constituents and to reach out to people all over
the world. Create an interactive, personalized Web site. Do all
you can to make it the “go-to” site in your arena, with links to
everything people need.

8. Make careful plans, including what you will do in
case of a disaster. Cultivate media contacts so that you’ll have
someone on your side when crisis hits. Create a fact sheet for
the media, and funnel all information through one spokesper-
son in your organization. Identify areas in which you could be
vulnerable, and develop a plan to counteract potential prob-
lems. Focus on communication, prevention, and preparation.

9. Cultivate diversity of your staff and board. Offer
training to help people bridge cultures. Knowledge is the key to
managing in a multicultural world.

10. Take advantage of the media’s rising interest in
the nonprofit sector. Make experts available for feature stories
about emerging trends. Seek cosponsorships with media
organizations for events and projects. Develop human-interest
stories. Reporters are especially interested in writing about
specific volunteers and projects. Only through strategic public
relations can nonprofits regain the public’s trust. ■
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How Our Work Has Changed
Over the past 20 years, we at the Society and Nonprofit World have had to change our skills and approaches to accomplish

our mission of knowledge sharing. Here are some of the activities that have been transformed since we began in 1983:

1983 2003

Article development & editing Typewriter (type, use whiteout, retype!) Edit electronically

Magazine layout Paste-up boards Digital pdf files

Reprints of articles Xerox and mail CD-ROM, on-line index of articles

Cover photos Negatives Digital jpeg files

Information gathering Research at the library Internet search

Global networking Slow, expensive mailings Web site (www.snpo.org) provided

Management of membership database Dedicated word-processor Multi-purpose computer & software

Funding opportunities for members Paper newsletter, mailed to members Electronic newsletter, transmitted instantly
to members

Educational programs Face-to-face instruction On-line, streaming video

Yet, through all these changes, we have held true to our original credo—Advancement through Sharing. And we continue
to serve our original purpose—to bring together those who serve the nonprofit sector in order to build a strong network of
professionals throughout the country.

Learn More about Future Trends
Check out these past Nonprofit World articles, which focus on
coming trends and how to get ready, available at www.snpo.org:
• Pool Resources for Success, Vol. 16, No. 5
• 13 Ways to Cut Costs, Vol. 12, No. 4
• High-End Strategic Alliances as Fundraising Opportunities, Vol.

19, No. 5
• Seven Rules of Successful Collaboration, Vol. 18, No. 2
• Managers Must Become Multicultural, Vol. 20, No. 6
• Using Training Strategically, Vol. 14, No. 4
• Nonprofits Going Global, Vol. 13, No. 6
• The 10 Media Trends that Will Drive Your Future, Vol. 17, No. 2
• Why You Need to Be More Entrepreneurial, Vol. 19, No. 6
• Internet Savvy Nonprofits, Vol. 20, No. 1
• A New View of Marketing, Vol. 19, No. 5
• Beyond Diversity, Vol. 18, No. 2
• Opportunity’s Knocking—Are You Ready?, Vol. 16, No. 5
• How to Keep the Money You Earn, Vol. 17, No. 4.


